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Founder & CEO

ABOUT

As an entrepreneur, Kurt works each day to leave the world 
better than he found it. A lifelong student of philosophy, 
Kurt believes that business can be used as a force for 
good when it prioritizes both social and financial returns 
for customers and investors. Kurt experienced first hand 
the need for a better AI/AN healthcare system when 
trying to navigate his native children to receive care off 
of the Oneida reservation in Wisconsin. Unable to access 
necessary care, he knew something had to change. Kurt 
founded Indigenous Pact to create health equality for all 
American Indians and Alaska Natives in one generation.

Prior to Indigenous Pact, Kurt was the Founder and CEO 
of Aver Inc, Chief Information Ocer for National Audit, 
and Chief of Staff at United Healthcare. He holds multiple 
patents for his work in digital health.

EXPERIENCE

AVER
FOUNDER & CEO

• Invented & patented informatics platform,  
and prospective payment platform for  
bundled payments

• 400% revenue growth by personally closing  
$10M TCV in new sales 

• Raised $30 million in venture capital,  
(Drive, Heritage, GE, SVB, & Angels)

• Grew staff from founding member to 55 people 

UNITED HEALTHCARE
CHIEF OF STAFF

• Managed a $76-million annual budget and 
produced $1 million in savings through  
aggressive cost-cutting measures

• Drove customer satisfaction from 62% to 85%  
by relocating provider calls to an onshore team

• Decreased global attribution from 90% to 50%  
and domestic attrition from 50% to 23% by 
boosting expertise and specializing 3000 staff

• Raised employee satisfaction from 55% to 68% 
by traveling to each site to establish a new 
culture of open communication

NATIONAL AUDIT
CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER

• Increased revenue by $3 million first year  
through automation of audits

• Led the consolidation of 13 audit programs  
into a single, application platform

• Reduced the data center hardware footprint by  
50% using cloud computing and virtualization

• Cut costs by transitioning 42% of the 
infrastructure to Open Source Linux operating 
systems and software

PHILOSOPHY
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DRONES

CONTACT

INTERESTS

kurt@indigenouspact.com

920.530.8200




